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Aunt Petrovina
second place, CU writing contest

Aunt Petrovina
always liked to clap gloved--
a pale
yellow sound, as we remembered it. 

Stubby, well-fed fingers locked in lace;
We never saw her skin.

A great beauty once, was our
Auntie--
or so "They" said.

In the kitchen
or digging in soil
(and even in the bath),
That white tatted plating
never budged.

Her life,
muffled, as by the thousands of tiny strings;

we

dissected

her.

We said,
kitchen fire. automobile accident. 
A verbal vivisection, day by day by day.

But dense mesh grew from
cloistered flesh like fingers of 
pale mold. 

And Auntie smiled, a Technicolor myth, and
kissed
babies, our fevered foreheads,
but never a mustachioed mouth.

 The pain is becoming overpowering. I want to retort. To put 
my son in his place. To tell you how to be, but I will not. I will let you 
learn for yourself. To learn, to come to know what that man who is 
my ancestor learned on his own and forced into the throats of his off-
spring and down to every descendant following him. I hope you learn 
something I cannot. Something I cannot because of my past program-
ming. My upbringing.

 But what if you lose yourself to the world?  Do I rescue you?  
Do I search for you and then hammer my ancestors' beliefs into you?  

 I will not. You will become lost. You will wander in a waste-
land of uncertainty and sin. You will search for answers. With luck, 
you will come to me one day. I will tell you what I know. And you 
will become your own man.

 The time has passed away though for any more subsequence. 
It has finally happened.

 I gaze downward. The metal protrudes from my left chest. 
Your hands are slid to the top of the hilt. Face a mask of apprehension. 
Eyes dart frantically from the two of mine to the deed. 

It hurts so much. The hate you have finally spoken of me was 
the final blow. I fail. You finished the war. I can no longer sustain my-
self. I crumple too hard, bloodied ground gasping for my life. My son. 

My world has fallen on its side. I only see your feet and the 
phantoms praise behind.

It was my risk. It was my life and yours. I chanced them both. 
And lost.

I hear a roar with enough force to shake feeling into my half-
conscious head. I open my eyes. I did not realize when the darkness 
took me. Through tilted slights I see you, my son. My son in all his 
glory. You scream your defiance. But not at me. At the world. At those 
phantoms of yourself. 

Your old self.
You charge toward them. And they to you. Their purple hues 

clash with your magnificent light enveloping the land. I only see 
bursts of collisions. White that becomes stronger and stronger. Then 
illumination erupts from the midst of your soul, parting the sky with 
its monumental force. A shock wave of might powerful enough to 
change the land. Turning rocky plains of phantoms to open fields of 
grass. Scarlet skies burst into clear blue. And in the center from you, 
my son, a tree, so full in bloom a word such as beautiful could not 
match its intensity. 

Out from the thick trunk a vine weaves down the hill that 
was our battlefield. It flows underneath me, I see, like a cradle. No. 
Around me and into my slashed flesh. My wounds heal by white pet-
als engulfing my body. And the biggest one protrudes from my whole 
heart.
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Birds
I find dead birds while I run. 
An indigo bunting last week, 
a goldfinch today; 
bright roadkills I break stride to collect.
Their weight in my hand is light but constant, 
like my memory of you has become. 

I carry the dead birds home, 
cover their colors with soft earth
at the edge of my iris bed, 
and think my flowers will draw 
their colors from under the earth, 
and bloom next year with the beauty of birds.

The birds teach me. 
I run and dig and stand, 
always on earth that reaches
away to the place where you are buried.
I draw your colors from the ground under my feet,
and bloom at any moment with the beauty of you. 

And we wondered
as children do
And never stopped until 
one day, years later.

Aunt Petrovina, in her lovely fragile safe,
still smiling; 
We peeled back her armor to find

fingers whole, and just like ours.


